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Abstract. The tests of the deviations from Newton’s or Einstein’s gravity in the
Earth neighbourhood are tied to our knowledge of the shape and mass distribution of
our planet. On the one hand estimators of these “modified” theories of gravity may
be explicitly Earth-model-dependent whilst on the other hand the Earth gravitational
field would act as a systematic error. We revisit deviations from Newtonian gravity
described by a Yukawa interaction that can arise from the existence of a finite range
fifth force. We show that the standard multipolar expansion of the Earth gravitational
potential can be generalised. In particular, the multipolar coefficients depend on the
distance to the centre of the Earth and are therefore not universal to the Earth
system anymore. This offers new ways of constraining such Yukawa interactions
and demonstrates explicitly the limits of the Newton-based interpretation of geodesy
experiments. In turn, limitations from geodesy data restrict the possibility of testing
gravity in space. The gravitational acceleration is described in terms of spin-weighted
spherical harmonics allowing us to obtain the perturbing force entering the Lagrange-
Gauss secular equations. This is then used to discuss the correlation between geodesy
and modified gravity experiments and the possibility to break their degeneracy. Finally
we show that, given the existing constraints, a Yukawa fifth force is expected to be
sub-dominant in satellite dynamics and space geodesy experiments, as long as they are
performed at altitudes greater than a few hundred kilometres. Gravity surveys will
have to gain at least two orders of magnitude in instrumental precision before satellite
geodesy could be used to improve the current constraints on modified gravity.
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1. Introduction
The efforts to test Newton and Einstein gravity have been continuous in the last hundred
years and lie at the crossroads between theoretical and experimental physics, laboratory
and space physics. Celestial mechanics has historically been crucial in that respect,
motivated mostly by the imperfect understanding of the shape of the Earth, the stability
of the Solar system and the long lasting Newtonian problem of the anomalous drift of
the perihelion of Mercury. A main difficulty arises from the fact that gravity is a long
range interaction that cannot be screened. Hence, the knowledge of our environment
(Earth gravitational field and its evolution, Solar system structure, cosmological model)
is a limitation to these tests. In that respect, the developments of dedicated satellite
missions have brought new insights on both possible deviations from General Relativity
(GR) and the Earth gravitational field.
Today, GR is well-tested on local scales [1, 2] whilst the need to improve the existing
constraints is partly motivated by cosmology. The accelerated cosmic expansion and
other evidences, such as the dynamics of spiral galaxies, have led to the conclusion that
there should exist a dark sector, composed of dark matter and dark energy, representing
respectively 26% and 70% of the energy budget of the universe. This dark sector can also
be interpreted as a sign that GR may not be a good description of gravity on cosmological
scales and on low acceleration regimes. Many extensions of GR have been proposed (see
e.g. Refs. [3, 4, 5] for reviews) and many tests of GR and of Einstein’s equivalence
principle on cosmological scales have been designed to test them [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. No
deviations from GR have been detected so far (see e.g. Refs. [2, 3, 11, 12, 13] for general
reviews of laboratory and cosmological scales tests).
Concerning the recent experimental tests of GR, let us mention the Lense-Thirring
effect [14, 15, 16], the pericentre anomaly [17, 18, 19, 20, 21], the gravitational redshift
[22], the universality of free fall [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] and the constancy of fundamental
constants [28, 29, 30], the last two involving Einstein’s equivalence principle. To these
standard tests, let us add the new window opened by the detection of gravitational
waves [31]. In particular, the detection of an electromagnetic counterpart to the
gravitational-wave signal emitted by a binary neutron star merger [32] put severe
constraints on a whole class of alternatives to GR [33, 34, 35, 36].
Among all the extensions of GR, scalar-tensor theories [37], in which a scalar long
range interaction that may be composition dependent, is added to the standard spin-
2 interaction mediated by the gravitons, are still among the open alternatives. In
particular, if this scalar is light, they may enjoy sizeable cosmological imprints. As
a long range fifth force would then appear on Solar system scales, they need to include
a screening or a decoupling mechanism [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. While the
parameter space of these models has been severely reduced (see e.g. Ref. [46] for up-
to-date tests), they remain ideal candidates for extensions of GR. Even if the scalar
field is heavy on Solar system scales, it is still responsible for a fifth force described, in
the Newtonian regime, by a Yukawa potential (see e.g. the Supplemental material of
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Ref. [47] and references therein). Many constraints on the mass and the amplitude of
this extra-potential have been obtained so far (e.g. Refs. [3, 48] and references therein,
and Refs. [49, 50, 51, 52, 47] for more recent works).
The goal of this article is to revisit the constraints on such a Yukawa interaction
drawn from the analysis of geodetic data. As already emphasised, it is a tautology
to say that local GR tests are limited by our knowledge of the Earth gravitational
field. Nevertheless, there have been extensive studies under the assumption of Newton’s
gravity whilst the tests of Yukawa gravity have all been performed assuming at best a
spherical and homogeneous Earth, but most often, assuming that the Yukawa interaction
is sourced by a point-like Earth. We develop a method to describe the effects of such
a modified gravity on the orbits of dedicated satellites in a realistic description of the
Earth. Clearly, in that case our ignorance of the properties of the fifth force does limit
our reconstruction of the property of the mass distribution of the Earth, while the latter
limits the constraints on this fifth force. We propose to analyze these interactions and
provide tools to test GR in our terrestrial neighbourhood.
The shape and mass distribution of the Earth, and their variability, have so far
been reconstructed from local measurements of the gravitational field (on-ground or
airborne) and global satellite models of the full gravitational field. Recent satellite
geodesy missions have allowed geophysicists to map the Earth gravity model with an
exquisite precision: e.g. GOCE [53, 54] or GRACE [55, 56, 57] and combinations of
(satellite) missions [58, 59]. GOCE and GRACE provide measurements of the spherical
harmonics coefficients up to degree and order 250, whereas the EGM2008 model goes
up to degree and order 2159 [60].
The uncertainties on the shape of the Earth add up to other systematic errors
(such as Solar radiation pressure, atmospheric drag, Earth tides, Earth magnetic field,
thermal instabilities –for discussions of systematics in both laboratory and space, see e.g.
Refs. [20, 26, 61]). Then, they must be either shielded or corrected for during the data
analysis process (see e.g. Refs. [26, 61, 62, 63]). This article focuses on satellite tests
of gravity so that the main sources of gravitational error come from the zonal terms,
and especially the first one, J2 (which describes the Earth flattening) [15, 20]. Before
the advent of the precise satellite measurements from GRACE and GOCE, the large
uncertainty on J2 was considered a show-stopper for precise tests of gravity. Techniques
were then elaborated to cancel its effect. For instance, by empirically combining the
perigee shift and precession of the line of nodes of LAGEOS and LAGEOS II, it was
shown that the contribution of J2 (and the associated error) to the perigee shift and to
the Lense-Thirring effect could be cancelled [64]. The GRACE and GOCE missions
changed the situation thanks to their remarkably precise measurements, giving the
parameter J2 to a 10
´8 relative precision level when combined with LAGEOS data.
In the case of the perigee shift measurement of the LAGEOS II satellite, Lucchesi &
Peron [20] evaluate that using the errors on J2 provided by the EIGEN-GRACE02S
gravitational field model [57] allows for a percent level test of GR’s perigee shift with
no further empirical correction.
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However, correcting for the shape of the Earth when testing gravity in space relies
on two pillars: (i) a model of the Earth gravitational field and (ii) accurate and precise
values of the coefficients of the model. To the best of our knowledge, the model is always
described as a spherical harmonics expansion derived from Laplace equation to solve for
the Newtonian gravitational field sourced by the shape of the Earth. The values of the
spherical harmonics coefficients are provided by Earth gravity surveys, such as GRACE,
GOCE, LAGEOS, or local on-ground surveys.
The evaluation of the accuracy of coefficients estimator and of robust uncertainties is
a highly non-trivial part of the data analysis needed to make a model of the gravitational
field. Errors on spherical harmonic coefficients are commonly separated between formal
and calibrated errors [20, 57]. Formal errors come from the data regression method and
mainly include statistical errors as well as possible numerical uncertainties linked to the
data analysis method itself. For instance, because of its Sun-synchronous orbit, GOCE
never flew over the poles; the resulting polar gaps (whereby no data can constrain the
spherical harmonics model in the polar regions) causes the least-square regression on
spherical harmonics coefficients to be ill-conditioned, thus requiring a regularization
technique. With no regularization, estimating the (near)-zonal terms is particularly
difficult. These coefficients come with large error bars; after regularization, the error
bars can be seen to shrink [54, 65] (for J2, the error shrinks from a few 10
´9 to a few
10´12). However, there does not seem to be any investigation about the possible bias
introduced by the regularization technique.
Under the Newtonian gravity hypothesis (i.e. the static part of spherical harmonics
coefficients should be consistent between different data subsets along the experiment’s
time span, or between different experiments), formal errors are a posteriori calibrated to
account for systematic errors: for a single satellite model, subset solutions are generated
from data covering different time periods, and the scattering of subset solutions is used
as the calibrated error (see e.g. Ref. [57] for GRACE). The same method is applied
to calibrate multi-satellite models, where an upper bounds for the systematic errors is
derived from the difference between estimates of several satellite data [20]. In this case, it
is implicitly assumed that any tension between different data sets comes from imperfectly
controlled systematic errors. Although this is true if the underlying hypothesis (the
Earth gravity is described by Newton’s theory) is true, any tension may also provide a
smoking gun for physics beyond Newton’s inverse square law and GR. Indeed, a modified
gravity model may very well predict non-universal spherical harmonics coefficients, e.g.
coefficients whose value depends on the distance to the centre of the Earth (in this paper,
we show that it is indeed the case). Along this line, it should be noted that despite very
precise measurements of the static J2 zonal term, the GRACE-only, GOCE-only and
EIGEN-6C (combining LAGEOS, GOCE, GRACE and ground measurements) models
provide inconsistent values (as was already noted by Wagner & McAdoo [66]), which
differ by at least 700 σ; see Table 1.
Whether this tension is due to largely underestimated errors, to biases introduced
by regularization techniques, to uncontrolled systematics, to inconsistent data sets, or
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Table 1. Constraints on the J2 parameter by several experiments.
GRACE J2 “ 1.0826354309122197ˆ 10´3 ˘ 3.5263625612834223ˆ 10´12 [59]
GOCE J2 “ 1.0826265326404513ˆ 10´3 ˘ 1.2127946116555258ˆ 10´11 [54]
EIGEN-6C J2 “ 1.0826263376893369ˆ 10´3 ˘ 2.477786925867517ˆ 10´13 [67]
to new physics beyond GR is not clear. However, it should invite us to extreme caution
when using gravity surveys and geodesy results to model and correct for the Earth
gravitational field when testing GR or looking for deviations to Newton’s inverse square
law.
This article investigates the effects of modified gravity on the Earth gravitational
field and our ability to reconstruct the shape of the Earth and, in turn, the effect of an
imperfect knowledge of the Earth gravitational field on searches for modified gravity. As
explained, we base our discussion on phenomenological deviations from Newton gravity
described by a Yukawa potential.
In particular, we shall show that although we can still describe the Earth
gravitational field with a spherical harmonics expansion, a Yukawa interaction modifies
the meaning of the expansion coefficients. They mix properties of the Earth and of
gravity and get an explicit dependence on the distance to the centre of the Earth.
As a consequence, they are not simply related to the Earth geometry any more, and
should not be used to map the Earth mass distribution and geoid. For instance,
the J2prq zonal term does not only describe the Earth flattening, but is impacted by
the Yukawa interaction. Furthermore, we should not expect coefficients measured by
different satellites at different altitude (or even by a single satellite at different times,
provided that satellite’s orbit is not circular) to be consistent; combining different data
sets should also be performed with great care.
Therefore, using geodesy results derived under the assumption that no deviation to
GR (or to Newton’s law) exists is prone to errors when constraining modified gravity,
just because the Earth gravity model used to correct for the Newtonian contribution
may be incorrect. This may be the case if using (possibly inconsistent) multi-satellite
models, or a model set with a satellite at an altitude other than the altitude of the
gravity test. The underlying question is that of the model to use. When looking for
modified gravity in terms of a Yukawa interaction, two parameters are added to the
Newtonian gravity sector (the strength and range of the interaction), de facto changing
the model –which is not simply Newtonian any more. Using geodesy results derived
assuming a simple Newtonian model must then be seen as inconsistent with the task at
hand, and will introduce biases and uncertainties that must be quantified and accounted
for in the modified gravity constraints.
The way out of this difficulty is, as usual, to set all analyses within the same
theoretical framework to ensure consistency. The Earth gravitational field should be
measured under the assumption that a Yukawa interaction may exist. The Earth
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gravitational field models would then explicitly contain information about the Yukawa
interaction, either explicit or marginalised upon. In the former case, they would provide
constraints on modified gravity; in the latter case, their estimated coefficients would
have larger uncertainty, but would be unbiased and could safely be used by modified
gravity experiments.
This paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 and 3, we derive the spherical
harmonic expansion of the Earth gravitational field in presence of a Yukawa interaction
and give expressions for the gravitational acceleration and for the Gauss-Lagrange
equations of motion. Sect. 4 provides a general discussion of the entanglement between
geodesy and modified gravity measurements, and order-of-magnitude estimates derived
with a simple Earth model are given in Sect. 5. This formalism provides a consistent
framework to derive constraints on fifth force from space-borne experiments.
2. Earth gravity in presence of a Yukawa potential
2.1. Gravitational potential
Among the various ways to modify Newton’s gravity, the introduction of a Yukawa
potential describes the effect of an extra-massive degree of freedom that can appear,
e.g. in scalar-tensor gravity [2]. Assuming that the coupling of this new degree of
freedom to the standard model fields is universal, the associated potential created by a
point-mass source of mass M at a distance r is
Upmprq “ ´GM
r
”
1` α exp
´
´ r
λ
¯ı
, (1)
where α is the strength of the Yukawa deviation with respect to gravity and λ its range.
G is a constant that matches Newton’s gravitational constant, as it would be measured
in a Cavendish experiment in the limit r " λ.
It follows that the gravitational potential generated by an extended source is
obtained by integrating Eq. (1) over the source
Uprq “
ż
V
Upmpr´ sqd3V, (2)
where s is the position-vector of the infinitesimal element of volume d3V and r “ pr, θ, ξq
are the spherical coordinates of the point P where the potential is evaluated (see Fig.
1), where θ is the co-latitude, and ξ the longitude.
As usual, we relate the multipolar decomposition of this potential to that of the
source. To that purpose, we use the standard expansion
1
q
“ 1
r
8ÿ
`“0
´s
r
¯`
P`pcosϕq, (3)
where q ” |r ´ s| and P` are Legendre polynomials. r and s are the distances between
the centre of mass of the source and, respectively, the point where we compute the
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Figure 1. Geometry of the problem. We compute the gravitational potential at point
P due to a source (grey area) whose centre-of-mass is O. In a spherical coordinates
system centreed on O, θ (resp. θ1) is the co-latitude of P (resp. of the infinitesimal
volume that sources the field at P 1) and ξ (resp. ξ1) its longitude.We define the
orthonormal basis pur,uθ,uξq in such a way that OP “ rur and OP1 “ sur1 so that
cosϕ “ ur.ur1 .
gravitational potential or the infinitesimal volume element of the source so that s{r ă 1;
see Fig. 1 for the definitions. The Yukawa contributions can be expanded in a similar
way thanks to (see Ref. [68])
e´q{λ
q
“ 1?
rs
8ÿ
`“0
p2`` 1qK`` 1
2
´ r
λ
¯
I`` 1
2
´ s
λ
¯
P`pcosϕq, (4)
where I`` 1
2
and Kn` 1
2
are modified spherical Bessel functions of the second and third
kinds.
Inserting the decompositions (3-4) in Eq. (2) and expanding the Legendre
polynomials in spherical harmonics Y`m; as
P`pcosϕq “ 1
2`` 1
ÿ`
m“´`
Y ˚`mpθ1, ξ1qY`mpθ, ξq, (5)
the gravitational potential can be expressed as a multipolar decomposition as
UpP q “ Upr, θ, ξq “ ´GMC
r
8ÿ
`“0
ÿ`
m“´`
ˆ
RC
r
˙`
y`mprqY`mpθ, ξq, (6)
; Another common normalization for spherical harmonics is P`pcosϕq “
4pi
2``1
ř`
m“´` Y ˚`mpθ1, ξ1qY`mpθ, ξ): we use Eq. (5) to ensure that in the case of a homogeneous
sphere, we recover yN00 “ 1.
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where MC and RC are the mass and equatorial radius of the Earth. We shall use
equivalently the notations Y`mpθ, ξq or Y`mpurq in the following.
The introduction of a Yukawa interaction does not modify the general multipolar
expansion of the Earth gravitational potential. Indeed, the multipolar coefficients y`m
now enjoy two contributions and split as
y`mprq “ yN`m ` yY`mprq (7)
where the superscripts N and Y stand for the Newton and Yukawa contributions. After
trivial algebra, one gets that
yN`m “ 1p2`` 1qMC
ż
V
d3V ρpsur1q
ˆ
s
RC
˙`
Y ˚`mpur1q (8)
and
yY`mprq “ αMC
´ r
λ
¯`` 1
2
K`` 1
2
´ r
λ
¯ ż
V
d3V ρpsur1q
ˆ
s
RC
˙`ˆ
λ
s
˙`` 1
2
I`` 1
2
´ s
λ
¯
Y ˚`mpur1q
(9)
where ρpsur1q is the Earth’s density in P 1 and d3V “ sds d2ur1 is the volume element
around P 1. The Earth density can then be expanded in spherical harmonics as
ρpsur1q “
ÿ
`m
ρ`mpsqY`mpur1q, (10)
so that we finally get, after integrating over d2ur1 ,
y`mprq “ 1p2`` 1qMC
ż
s2
ˆ
s
RC
˙`
ρ`mpsq
”
1` αAl
´ s
λ
¯
Bl
´ r
λ
¯ı
ds, (11)
with the two functions
A`pxq “ x´p``1{2qI``1{2pxq (12)
B`pxq “ p2`` 1qx``1{2K``1{2pxq. (13)
As expected, the kernel is m-independent so that the m-dependence arises only from
the one of the density. Note that in Eq. (11) the integral is 1-dimensional. Indeed s
is defined by the Earth surface RCpur1q so is directionally dependent. Since we have
performed a multipolar expansion, we need to take this boundary conditions into account
in the function ρ so that
ρpsur1q “ ρCpsur1q t1´Θrs´RCpur1qsu (14)
where Θ is the Heaviside function The shape of the Earth is thus contained in the
multipoles ρ`m.
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2.2. Gravitational acceleration
The gravitational acceleration is defined, as usual, as
gpr, θ, ξq “ ´∇Upr, θ, ξq. (15)
We thus need to evaluate the gradient of Eq. (6) in spherical coordinates. It decomposes
on the spherical basis as
g “ g‖ ` gK, with g‖ ” gr ur, gK ” gθ uθ ` gξ uξ. (16)
2.2.1. Radial component The derivation with respect to r does not act on the spherical
harmonics so that
grprurq ”
ÿ
`m
g`mr prqY`mpurq (17)
with
g`mr prq “ ´GMCr2
ˆ
R
r
˙` ”
p`` 1q `yN`m ` yY`m˘´ rλ 9yY`mı (18)
where a dot refers to a derivative with respect to x “ r{λ. Since
p`` 1qyY`m ´ rλ 9y
Y
`m “ yY`m
„
`` 1` r
λ
K`´1{2pr{λq
K``1{2pr{λq

. (19)
Then, it is clear that Eq. (18) recasts as
g`mr “ ´GMCr2 p`` 1q
ˆ
RC
r
˙`
z`mprq (20)
where z`m is a radial function that differs from y`m only by its Kernel,
z`mprq “ 1p2`` 1qMC
ż
s2
ˆ
s
RC
˙`
ρ`mpsq
”
1` αA`
´ s
λ
¯
C`
´ r
λ
¯ı
ds (21)
where we have introduced the function
C`pxq “ p2`` 1qx``1{2K``1{2pxq
„
1` x
`` 1
K`´1{2pxq
K``1{2pxq

. (22)
2.2.2. Angular part The angular components are given by
gθprurq “ GMC
r2
ÿ
`m
ˆ
RC
r
˙`
y`mprqBθY`mpurq (23)
gξprurq “ GMC
r2
ÿ
`m
ˆ
RC
r
˙`
y`mprq 1
sin θ
BξY`mpurq, (24)
with y`mprq given by Eq. (11). However such a decomposition does not give a proper
multipolar expansion since BθY`m mixes different multipoles. Indeed, after derivation
the expansion is no more in an orthonormal basis. The standard way to express the
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gravitational acceleration in a good frame is to use recursion properties between spherical
harmonics (see e.g. Refs. [69, 70, 71, 72]). Here, we propose to use a simpler way by
introducing spin-weighted spherical harmonics.
To that purpose, we first define the two complex vectors
u˘ ” 1?
2
puθ ¯ juξq , (25)
where j2 “ ´1 so that
gK “ g`u` ` g´u´ with g˘ “ 1?
2
pgθ ˘ jgξq . (26)
With our notations, we get
g˘ “ 1?
2
GMC
r2
ÿ
`m
ˆ
RC
r
˙`
y`mprq
„
Bθ ˘ j
sin θ
Bξ

Y`mpurq. (27)
Now acting s-times with the complex derivative in the square brackets on the spherical
harmonics defines the spin-weighted spherical harmonics [73, 74]
sY`mpθ, ξq “
c
2`` 1
4pi
D`´smpθ, ξ, 0q (28)
where D`´sm stands for the Wigner matrices. More explicitly,
sY`mpθ, ξq “
d
2`` 1
4pi
p``mq!p`´mq!
p`` sq!p`´ sq! psin θ{2q
2`
ÿ
r
˜
`´ s
r
¸˜
`` s
r ` s´m
¸
ˆ p´1q`´r´sejmξ pcotθ{2q2r`s´m , (29)
where in the sY`m, s is an integer which obviously does not refer to the radial coordinate.
These spin-weighted spherical harmonics form an orthonormal basis, i.e. they satisfyż
d2n sY
˚
`mpnq sY`1m1pnq “ δ``1δmm1 .
From Eq. (2.7) of Ref. [74]), we have„
Bθ ˘ j
sin θ
Bξ

Y`mpθ, ξq “ ˘
a
`p`` 1q˘1Y`mpθ, ξq. (30)
from which it follows that the proper multipolar expansion of the gravitational
acceleration is
g˘ “
ÿ
`m
g`m˘ ˘1Y`mpθ, ξq (31)
with
g`m˘ “ ˘ 1?
2
GMC
r2
a
`p`` 1q
ˆ
RC
r
˙`
y`mprq. (32)
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Figure 2. Left: Comoving frame associated to the orbit and in which we decompose
the perturbation. Notice that we have introduced i the inclination, Ω the longitude of
the ascending node, ω the argument of the perigee P and ν the true anomaly. Right:
A rotation to transform the spherical coordinates unit vectors uθ and uξ into the
comoving unit vectors eS and eW .
2.2.3. Summary Equations (20) for the radial component and (32) for the angular
component allow us to compute directly the contribution of the (`, m) multipole to the
gravitational acceleration of any extended body once ρpsur1q is known. They now need
to be translated to non-Keplerian perturbations applied to bodies orbiting around the
Earth.
2.3. Orbital perturbations and secular effect on satellites osculating parameters
Given perturbing forces acting on a satellite, the Lagrange-Gauss equations allow one to
compute the secular variations of the satellite’s orbital parameters [75, 76, 77]. They can
be also used to deduce the characteristics of a perturbing source from a measurement
of the satellite’s dynamics. In particular, they can be used to estimate the Earth
gravitational field spherical harmonic coefficients. This section establishes the Lagrange-
Gauss equations and the expression of the perturbing force arising from the shape of
the Earth and a non-Newtonian gravity modelled by a Yukawa potential.
2.3.1. Expression of the perturbing force Let us define a perturbing force acting on an
orbiting body as the difference between the actual force applied to the body and the
pure Newtonian monopole gravitational force. We ignore all non-gravitational forces,
as well as gravity from the Sun, the Moon and other Solar system planets, so that the
perturbing force is
Fpert “ g ` GMC
r2
ur “ ReR ` SeS `WeW (33)
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where R, S and W are the radial, tangential (in the orbital plane) and orthogonal
components of the perturbing force per unit of reduced mass. The unit vectors eR, eS,
eW are defined in Fig. 2. Since eR “ ur the change of coordinates between the two
frames reduce to a rotation so that the components of the force are
R “ msat
µ
„
grpr, θ, ξq ` GMC
r2

(34)
S “ ´ msat
µ
rgθpr, θ, ξq sin i´ gξpr, θ, ξq cos is (35)
W “ ´ msat
µ
rgθpr, θ, ξq cos i` gξpr, θ, ξq sin is (36)
where µ “MCmsat{pMC `msatq is the reduced mass of the Earth-satellite system.
The perturbation force can also be decomposed in the basis pur,u`,u´q as
Fpert “ Rur `
ÿ
s“˘
Rsus (37)
so that its angular component can be decomposed in spin-weighted harmonics as
R˘ “ 1?
2
pS ˘ jWq “ ¯msat
µ
exp
”
j
´pi
2
¯ i
¯ı
g˘. (38)
It follows that the multipolar decomposition is now well-defined as
Fpert “
ÿ
`m
«
R`mY`mur `
ÿ
s“˘
Rs`m sY`mus
ff
(39)
with
R`m “ GMtot
r2
«
´p`` 1q
ˆ
RC
r
˙`
z`mprq ` δ`0δm0
ff
, (40)
R˘`m “ ¯
1?
2
GMtot
r2
a
`p`` 1q
ˆ
RC
r
˙`
y`mprq exp
”
j
´pi
2
¯ i
¯ı
, (41)
where Mtot “ MC ` msat and y`mprq and z`mprq are defined in Eqs. (11) and (21)
respectively.
It immediately follows that the radial, tangential and othogonal components of the
perturbing force (Eqs. 34-36) are
Rpr, θ, ξq “ GMtot
r2
ÿ
`m
«
´p`` 1q
ˆ
RC
r
˙`
z`mprq ` δ`0δm0
ff
Y`mpθ, ξq (42)
Spr, θ, ξq “ ´j
2
GMtot
r2
ÿ
`m
a
`p`` 1q
ˆ
RC
r
˙`
y`mprq
“
e´ji`1Y`mpθ, ξq ` eji´1Y`mpθ, ξq
‰
(43)
Wpr, θ, ξq “ ´1
2
GMtot
r2
ÿ
`m
a
`p`` 1q
ˆ
RC
r
˙`
y`mprq
“
e´ji`1Y`mpθ, ξq ´ eji´1Y`mpθ, ξq
‰
(44)
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In Newtonian gravity, the perturbations arise only from the shape of the Earth,
from the gravitational perturbations of other celestial bodies (Sun, Moon, planets, etc.)
and of friction forces from the atmosphere and radiation pressure. They all have been
studied in details and shown to cause secular drifts such as the precession of the line
of nodes (the latter being mostly sourced by the Earth equatorial bulge through the
J2 ” ´
?
5y20 zonal term) [77]. In a theory gravity beyond Einstein (or, on small
scales, Newton), the existence of an extra gravitational potential causes a new set of
perturbations, also related to the shape of the Earth. In our model at hand, the Yukawa
potential mixes the shape of the Earth contributions and the non-Newtonian interaction.
2.3.2. Lagrange-Gauss equations and secular effects Secular effects due to a perturbing
force on osculating parameters for a given orbit configuration can be computed from
the Lagrange-Gauss equations once the component of the perturbative force (39) are
known.
The Lagrange-Gauss equations then read
da
dt
“ 2
d
a3
GMtotp1´ e2q rRe sin ν ` p1` e cos νqSs (45)
de
dt
“
d
ap1´ e2q
GMtot
„
R sin ν ` e` 2 cos ν ` e cos
2 ν
1` e cos ν S

(46)
di
dt
“
d
ap1´ e2q
GMtot
cospω ` νq
1` e cos νW
dΩ
dt
“
d
ap1´ e2q
GMtot
sinpω ` νq
1` e cos ν
W
sin i
(47)
dω
dt
“
d
ap1´ e2q
GMtot
„
´R
e
cos ν ` p2` e cos νq sin ν
ep1` e cos νq S ´
sinpω ` νq
1` e cos ν
cos i
sin i
W

(48)
d`
dt
“ n`
c
a
GMtot
1´ e2
ep1` e cos νq
“Rp´2e` cos ν ` 2 cos2 νq ´ sin νp2` e cos νqS‰ (49)
where a is the semi-major axis of the orbit, e its eccentricity, i its inclination, Ω the
longitude of the ascending node, ω the argument of the perigee and ` “ npt´ T q § with
n ”aµ{a3. Additionally, the true anomaly variation is given by
dν
dt
“
c
µ
a3p1´ e2q3 p1` e cos νq
2, (50)
and does not depend on the perturbing force. The Ω, ω, i and ν angles are shown in
the left panel of Fig. 2.
§ Note that this ` is not to be confused with the multipole of the spherical harmonics expansion. We
will not used it in the remainder of this paper
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2.3.3. Summary This provides all the equations for studying the orbital motion of
a satellite in a theory of gravity including a Yukawa interaction together with the
Newtonian force. The Lagrange-Gauss equations (45-49) can be solved for the secular
effects caused by a Yukawa interaction on satellites dynamics, once the perturbing
force (39) is known. The latter depends on the shape and mass distribution of the
Earth, given by Eq. (10) through the y`mprq functions, explicitly given in Eq. (11).
As we have already emphasised, the parameter ρ`m describing the Earth and pα, λq
describing the non-Newtonian gravity are entangled. This formalism paves the way to
many investigations to which we now turn.
3. Worked-out example: N-layer, rotationally symmetric Earth model
This section applies our previous formalism to a simple model of the Earth. It will allow
us to better grasp the impact of the Yukawa interaction on the Earth gravitational field
and the way it mixes with the usual perturbing effects arising from the shape of the
Earth.
To that purpose, we consider a N -layer Earth, where each layer, of radius Ripθ, ξq,
is homogeneous with density ρi, such that
ρpsur1q “
Nÿ
i“1
ρitΘrs´Ri´1pur1qs ´Θrs´Ripur1qsu, (51)
where R0pur1q “ 0.
3.1. Monopole and quadrupole
The y`m coefficients are defined in Eq. (11) and have two components given in Eqs. (8)
and (9). Introducing the term qY`m such that
yY`mprq ” αMC
´ r
λ
¯`` 1
2
K`` 1
2
´ r
λ
¯
qY`m
and making explicit the volume integral in spherical coordinates (we detail the
computation only for yY`m since the one of y
N
`m derives trivially from it), we write
qY`m “
ż 2pi
0
dξ
ż pi
0
dθ sin θY ˚`mpθ, ξqQY` pθ, ξq (52)
with
QY` pθ, ξq ”
ż Rpθ,ξq
0
dsρps, θ, ξqs
``2
R`C
ˆ
λ
s
˙`` 1
2
I`` 1
2
´ s
λ
¯
. (53)
Then, we introduce the function
φ`px, kq “ 2´`´ 32x``3 Γ
`
``3
2
˘
Γ
`
`` 3
2
˘
Γ
`
``5
2
˘1F2ˆ`` 3
2
; `` 3
2
,
`` 5
2
;
k2x2
4
˙
, (54)
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where Γ is the Gamma function and 1F2 is a generalised hypergeometric function. We
note that (see Appendix A for an explicit proof)ż b
a
dxx``2
ˆ
λ
RCx
˙`` 1
2
I`` 1
2
ˆ
RCx
λ
˙
“ φ`
ˆ
b,
RC
λ
˙
´ φ`
ˆ
a,
RC
λ
˙
, (55)
and letting x “ s{RC, Eq. (53) becomes
QY` pθ, ξq “ R3C
Nÿ
i“1
„
φ`
ˆ
Ripθ, ξq
RC
,
RC
λ
˙
´ φ`
ˆ
Ri´1pθ, ξq
RC
,
RC
λ
˙
. (56)
We now further assume that the Earth is made of N concentric, homogeneous
ellipsoidal, rotationally symmetric layers. Noting fi “ pReq,i ´ Rpole,iq{Req,i the ith
layer’s flattening, where Req,i and Rpole,i are its equatorial and polar radiuses, we get
Ripθ, ξq “ Req,ip1´ fiqa
1´ p2fi ´ f 2i q sin2 θ
. (57)
We now explicitly compute the first two non-zero spherical harmonics coefficients
(monopole and quadrupole), y00 and y20, usually called C00 and C20 in the literature.
Note that with our normalization, y00 “ C00 and y20 “ C20. The quadrupole y20 is
linked to the J2 flattening of the Earth via J2 “ ´
?
5y20 if we ignore the rotation of the
Earth.
Under the rotational symmetry assumption, y`m “ 0 for all m ‰ 0, and
yN`0 “ 2pi?
2`` 1p`` 3qMC
ż pi
0
dθ sin θP`0pcos θqR3C
ˆ
Nÿ
i“1
ρi
»—–˜ Req,ip1´ fiq
RC
a
1´ p2fi ´ f 2i q sin2 θ
¸``3
´
¨˝
Req,i´1p1´ fi´1q
RC
b
1´ p2fi´1 ´ f 2i´1q sin2 θ
‚˛``3
fiffifl
(58)
and
yY`0prq “ 2piαMC
?
2`` 1
´ r
λ
¯`` 1
2
K`` 1
2
´ r
λ
¯ ż pi
0
dθ sin θP`0pcos θqR3C
ˆ
Nÿ
i“1
ρi
»–φ`˜ Req,ip1´ fiq
RC
a
1´ p2fi ´ f 2i q sin2 θ
,
RC
λ
¸
´ φ`
¨˝
Req,i´1p1´ fi´1q
RC
b
1´ p2fi´1 ´ f 2i´1q sin2 θ
,
RC
λ
‚˛fifl
(59)
where P`0pcos θq is an associated Legendre polynomial.
The computation involves integrating hypergeometric functions over θ, which can
easily be done numerically, but requires further assumptions to allow for an analytic
expression. Assuming that the flattening of the Earth layers are small (fi ! 1), we can
Taylor expand the φ` functions, and we obtain the monopole (at first order in fi)
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y00prq “ 4piR
3
C
3MC
Nÿ
i“1
ρi
„
p1´ fiqR
3
eq,i
R3C
´ p1´ fi´1qR
3
eq,i´1
R3C

` 4piα
3MC
e´r{λR3C
2ÿ
i“1
ρi
"
3
λ3
R3C
„
Req,i
λ
cosh
Req,i
λ
´
ˆ
fiR
2
eq,i
3λ2
` 1
˙
sinh
Req,i
λ

´3 λ
3
R3C
„
Req,i´1
λ
cosh
Req,i´1
λ
´
ˆ
fi´1R2eq,i´1
3λ2
` 1
˙
sinh
Req,i´1
λ
*
, (60)
where the first term is the Newtonian contribution (also computed under the assumption
fi ! 1).
In the simple case of a homogeneous ellipsoid (N “ 1), Eq. (60) reduces to
y00prq “ 1` α
1´ fΦ
ˆ
RC
λ
, f
˙
e´r{λ, (61)
where we used that, for a homogeneous ellipsoid
MC “ 4
3
piR3Cρp1´ fq, (62)
and where
Φpx, fq “ 3x coshpxq ´ sinhpxq
x3
´ sinhx
x
f (63)
generalises the usual sphere’s form factor [3] to an ellipsoid of flatness f . In the case
of a homogeneous sphere, we thus recover the result from the direct integration over
the sphere [3], and in the case of a two-layer spherical Earth, we recover the expression
given in Ref. [47]. The Φ function is discussed in Appendix B.
Under the same assumption, at first order in fi, we find the quadrupole
y20prq “ ´ 8piR
3
C
15
?
5MC
Nÿ
i“1
ρi
„
R5eq,i
R5C
fi ´ R
5
eq,i´1
R5C
fi´1

` 8piαR
3
C
3
?
5MC
e´r{λ
ˆ
3` 3 r
λ
` r
2
λ2
˙
ˆ
Nÿ
i“1
ρi
"
3fi
λ5
R5C
„
Req,i
λ
cosh
Req,i
λ
´
ˆ
R2eq,i
3λ2
` 1
˙
sinh
Req,i
λ

´3fi´1 λ
5
R5C
„
Req,i´1
λ
cosh
Req,i´1
λ
´
ˆ
R2eq,i´1
3λ2
` 1
˙
sinh
Req,i´1
λ
*
(64)
where the first term is the Newtonian contribution.
For a homogeneous Earth of density ρ and flattening f , Eq. (64) simplifies to
y20prq “ ´ 2f
5
?
5p1´ fq
„
1´ 5αe´r{λκ
´ r
λ
¯
Φ2
ˆ
RC
λ
˙
, (65)
where we used Eq. (62), κpxq “ 3` 3x` x2 and where the function
Φ2pxq “ 3x coshpxq ´ px
2{3` 1q sinhpxq
x5
(66)
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is a form factor akin to the Φ function above (see Appendix B).
Eq. (11), Eqs. (60) and (64) make the role of the Yukawa term clearer. The
coefficients of the potential’s spherical harmonic expansion obviously depend on where
they are estimated, through the exponential decrease of the Yukawa interaction with
respect to distance. Another major impact is the presence of a form factor, which
emerges because Gauss’ theorem does not apply to a Yukawa interaction (even for a
spherical Earth). In other words, it quantifies the fact that for a short-range Yukawa
interaction, regions of the Earth close to the experiment play a bigger part in the
gravitational field than regions further away, so that the Yukawa interaction created by
an extended body is not equal to the Yukawa interaction created by a point-mass of
the same mass as the body’s. Hence, measurements of the gravitational field made on
the ground, in low earth orbit, or at a greater distance of Earth, will provide different
coefficients; we then should be careful when combining different gravity measurements.
In particular, the y00 coefficient is not equal to 1 by definition (as in pure Newtonian
gravity), but is affected by a supplementary, distance-dependent term y00prq “ 1`yY00prq.
Therefore, it should not be set a priori to 1 when measuring the Earth potential, but
estimated like other coefficients. Actually, estimating it is akin to estimating an effective
Newton constant that depends on the distance to the centre of the Earth, with the “real”
Newton constant being estimated by Cavendish-like experiments on the ground.
Similar conclusions can be drawn for the y20 term. It is affected by the Yukawa
term, whose value will depend on α and on the ratio between the Yukawa range and
the characteristic scales of the experiment (r and RC), with a maximum effect around
λ „ r. As shown in Appendix B, Φ2pRC{λq is of order a few percent in this regime, so
that the Yukawa contribution to the y20 measured by a satellite orbiting the Earth at a
low altitude amounts to a few percent of α.
We should finally note that under the assumptions used to obtain Eqs. (60) and
(64), higher terms (y40, y60...) vanish. We need to Taylor expand to higher orders in
fi to get non-zero coefficients. We checked that the approximations (60)-(64) provide
accurate numbers (up to the percent accuracy) by comparing them to the numerical
integration of Eq. (53) and the corresponding equation for the Newtonian part.
3.2. Gravitational acceleration
The expressions above for the first spherical harmonic coefficients can be inserted in Eqs.
(20) and (32) to derive the expression of the gravitational acceleration of an N -layer
rotationally symmetric Earth (for which all m ‰ 0 multipoles cancel). However, this
requires tedious algebra, so we will restrain ourselves to the homogeneous ellipsoid case
N “ 1, and consider that only the ` “ 0 and ` “ 2 multipoles are non-negligible (this is
a reasonable assumption since the measured J2 is 1000 times higher than the following
spherical harmonic coefficients). We find that the norm of the radial and tangential
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components are
g||pr, θ, ξq “ ´GMtot
r2
„
1` α
1´ f
´
1` r
λ
¯
e´r{λΦ
ˆ
RC
λ
, f
˙
´ 3
?
5
2
GMtot
r2
z20prqp3 cos2 θ ´ 1q (67)
where we made z00prq explicit, and
|gKpr, θ, ξq| “
c
5
2
GMC
r2
ˆ
RC
r
˙2
|y20prq| “ 1?
2
GMC
r2
ˆ
RC
r
˙2
|J20prq| (68)
where we used that
˘1Y20pθ, ξq “ ¯1
4
c
15
2pi
sin 2θ. (69)
Note that the J2 contribution is formally identical to the Newtonian case, although
now J2 is a function of r. Following the rotational symmetry of our model, those
components are indeed independent of the longitude ξ. We provide order-of-magnitude
estimates of the Yukawa accelerations and compare them with usual gravitational and
non-gravitational perturbations, for a homogeneous Earth, in Sect. 5.3.
3.3. Perturbations and secular effects on satellite dynamics
The Lagrange-Gauss equations (Eqs. 45-49) can be trivially obtained for a N -layer
rotationally symmetric Earth in a way similar to that used to get the gravitational
acceleration above, by inserting Eqs. (58)-(59) in Eqs. (42)-(44). As for the gravitational
acceleration, we restrain ourselves to the homogeneous ellipsoid. In this case, the
components of the perturbing force are
Rpr, θ, ξq “ ´GMtot
r2
„
α
1´ f
´
1` r
λ
¯
e´r{λΦ
ˆ
RC
λ
, f
˙
` 3
?
5
2
z20prqp3 cos2 θ ´ 1q

(70)
Spr, θ, ξq “ 3
2
?
2pi
GMtot
r2
ˆ
RC
r
˙2
J20prq sin 2θ sin i (71)
Wpr, θ, ξq “ ´ 3
2
?
2pi
GMtot
r2
ˆ
RC
r
˙2
J20prq sin 2θ cos i (72)
As was the case for the gravitational acceleration, those components are indeed
independent of the longitude ξ.
Although we do not solve the Lagrange-Gauss equations in this paper, it is
instructive to express the components of the perturbing force as a function of the
satellite’s unperturbed orbit’s Keplerian parameters (which is required to solve the
equations). Using that r “ ap1 ´ e2q{p1 ` e cos νq and that (following some algebra
based on Ref. [78])
sin 2θ “ 2 sinpω ` νq sin i
b
1´ sin2pω ` νq sin2 i (73)
cos θ “ sinpω ` νq sin i, (74)
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we find that
R “ GMtot p1` e cos νq
2
a2p1´ e2q2
#
3
5
ˆ
RCp1` e cos νq
ap1´ e2q
˙2
f
1´ f p3 sin
2pω ` νq sin2 i´ 1q
´ α
1´ f exp
ˆ
´ ap1´ e
2q
λp1` e cos νq
˙„ˆ
1` ap1´ e
2q
λp1` e cos νq
˙
Φ
ˆ
RC
λ
, f
˙
`3
ˆ
RCp1` e cos νq
ap1´ e2q
˙2
fσ
ˆ
ap1´ e2q
λp1` e cos νq
˙
Φ2
ˆ
RC
λ
˙
p3 sin2pω ` νq sin2 i´ 1q
ff+
(75)
S “ 6
5
?
2pi
GMtotR
2
C
ˆ
1` e cos ν
ap1´ e2q
˙4
f
1´ f sinpω ` νq sin
2 i
b
1´ sin2pω ` νq sin2 i
ˆ
„
1´ 5α exp
ˆ
´ ap1´ e
2q
λp1` e cos νq
˙
κ
ˆ
ap1´ e2q
λp1` e cos νq
˙
Φ2
ˆ
RC
λ
˙
(76)
W “ ´ 3
5
?
2pi
GMtotR
2
C
ˆ
1` e cos ν
ap1´ e2q
˙4
f
1´ f sinpω ` νq sinp2iq
b
1´ sin2pω ` νq sin2 i
ˆ
„
1´ 5α exp
ˆ
´ ap1´ e
2q
λp1` e cos νq
˙
κ
ˆ
ap1´ e2q
λp1` e cos νq
˙
Φ2
ˆ
RC
λ
˙
, (77)
where σpxq “ 3` 3x` 2{3x2 ´ x3{3 and κpxq is defined above.
Eqs. (75)-(77) clearly show the impact of a Yukawa interaction on a satellite’s
orbit. The first line of each equation provides the Newtonian part, while the Yukawa
contribution is shown in the remaining terms. Not surprisingly, the Yukawa interaction
impacts the perturbing force in a similar way it impacts the spherical harmonic
coefficients (see Sect. 3.1), through form factors and a complex radial dependence
that couples an exponential decay with polynomials σpr{λq and κpr{λq which tend to
maximise the effect for r „ λ.
As aforementioned, it is well known that the J2 zonal term sources a precession of
the line of nodes through the S and W components of the perturbing force in the pure
Newtonian case [77]. Eqs. (76)-(77) show that a Yukawa interaction adds up to this
effect. Its impact will depend on the strength α of the Yukawa interaction, but also on
how its range λ compares to the orbit’s semi-major axis and to the radius of the Earth.
We can therefore expect to measure different rates of precession for satellites orbiting
at different altitudes. Even for a homogeneous sphere (f “ 0), although the tangential
components vanish S “ W “ 0, the radial component remains affected by the form
factor of the Earth: it simplifies to contain only the usual exponential decay coupled to
the Earth’s form factor.
We can therefore expect observable effects of the coupling of the Yukawa interaction
to the shape of the Earth on the dynamics of satellites. Hence, not taking the shape
of the Earth into account to predict the very effects that are looked for to constrain
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a Yukawa interaction in orbit ends up in wrong predictions, and is likely to prevent
reliable constraints.
In other words, it is incorrect to consider the perturbation due to the Yukawa
interaction as a purely radial interaction sourced by a point-mass when working with
satellite dynamics. Most existing works that aim to constrain a Yukawa interaction
with satellites dynamics focused on measuring the perigee precession under this incorrect
assumption [79, 80, 81, 82, 83]. Nevertheless, although those works miss the contribution
of the tangential components of the Yukawa interaction, we should note that since they
focus their analyses on λ « a fewRC (where Φ « 1, see Fig. B1) their simplifying
assumption only marginally affects the radial component of the perturbation. However,
if aiming to constrain short range Yukawa interaction, one has to take into account
the fact that the Earth is an extended body, since in this regime the form factor is
significantly greater than 1 and hence dramatically impacts the Gauss equations.
4. Entanglement of geodesy and gravitation experiments in the Earth
gravitational field
The discussion above shows that modified gravity affects the spherical harmonic
coefficients of the Earth gravitational field, and in turn gravity observables (such as
the motion of satellites). Although this comes hardly as a surprise, to the best of
our knowledge, this has never been seriously taken into account, neither to survey
and invert the Earth gravity (to estimate the shape of the Earth) nor to constrain
the Yukawa parameters in orbit. In the former case, geophysicists assume that the
Earth gravitational field is described by Newtonian gravity (hence, they ignore any
Yukawa deviation altogether, see e.g. [54, 60]). In the latter case, for a Yukawa-like
modification of gravitation, its effects on Keplerian parameters are most often computed
under the assumption that the Yukawa acceleration is sourced by a point-mass Earth
[79, 80, 84, 82], or at best by a uniform, spherical Earth [47]. And yet, a Yukawa
deviation has explicit effects such as a dependence of spherical harmonic coefficients on
the radial distance from the Earth. Conversely, our imperfect knowledge of the Earth
geometry may impact experimental constraints of the Yukawa parameters.
Hagiwara [85] investigated the effect of a non-Newtonian contribution to the Earth
gravitational field on geodesy experiments. He found that non-Newtonian terms could
safely be ignored to measure the Earth geoid. However, he was considering 1980’s
experiments precision, and as modern in-orbit gravity experiments such as GRACE,
GOCE and GRACE-FO bring unprecedented precision on the measurement of the
Earth gravitational field, it is timely to revisit his work. This is the purpose of this
section and the next one. In this section, we first show the limitations that modified
gravity brings to geodesy measurements, then those that geodesy uncertainties bring to
tests of modified gravity, before giving recommendations on how to go beyond current
limitations. Order-of-magnitude estimates are then given in Sect. 5.
Fig. 3 shows the entanglement between modified gravity (illustrated with a Yukawa
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interaction) and the shape of the Earth when testing gravity or measuring the Earth
geometry with experiments in the Earth gravity. For simplicity, we still ignore relativistic
effects, the influence of the Moon and other planets and the rotation of the Earth.
The system of interest is the Earth, whose geometry is coupled to a possible Yukawa
potential; we aim to measure the Earth geometry and/or the Yukawa parameters. In the
sense of Kant, they are noumenons (the “true” system), a priori not accessible to human
senses, but which we can approximate by analyzing observable “phenomenons”. Those
phenomenons can be as diverse as the value of the gravitational field acceleration g, its
gradient rT s, the equivalence principle, or the secular variations of Keplerian parameters
(perigee drift ∆ω, regression of the line of nodes ∆Ω, variation of the eccentricity
∆e). Experiments provide us with “measurements” of those phenomenons, that are
affected by statistical and systematic uncertainties. For instance, GOCE measured the
gravitational gradient rT s, LAGEOS measured the perigee drift ∆ω and the regression
of the line of nodes ∆Ω, and MICROSCOPE tested the weak equivalence principle.
We may perform several measurements (each with its own expected value for the
phenomenons under scrutiny, and each with its own uncertainties –stacked boxes in
the figure), that we can then combine, e.g. simply by averaging their individual results
(x. . . y is the ensemble average). Finally, those measurements can be used under some
hypotheses and with some priors Π on parameters to get estimates (possibly biased, and
likely up to a given estimation error) of the underlying “true” parameters. The three
boxes in the lower part of the figure show three different possible uses of Earth gravity
measurements: geodesy (hypothesis H1 –sect. 4.1), tests of gravity (hypothesis H2
–sect. 4.2) and simultaneous geodesy and tests of gravity (hypothesis H3 –sect. 4.3).
In this section, based on Fig. 3, we quantify the limitations on parameter
estimations given some hypotheses. We do not try to be exhaustive and only give
examples based on the measurement of the Newtonian spherical harmonic coefficients
(Sect. 4.1) and on the estimation of the Yukawa strength for a given range λ from the
combination of two satellite measurements (Sect. 4.2). Sect. 4.3 discusses how to go
beyond the limitations shown in Sect. 4.1 and 4.2 for modified gravity experiments. Our
discussion can be generalised to other observables (e.g. secular variations of Keplerian
parameters), but we refrain from providing a full analysis of all possible experiments.
Such analyses shall be presented in future works.
We note measurements and estimates with a hat: e.g., αˆ is the estimate of the
Yukawa interaction strength. Modeled quantities are noted with a tilde: e.g., α˜ is the
strength of the Yukawa interaction for some a priori model. We use the term “prior”
loosely to denote an a priori, possibly subjective information on a parameter, and do
not restrict its use to the Bayesian “prior probability density function”.
4.1. Impact of Yukawa interaction on geodesy measurements (H1)
Geodesy surveys are shown in Fig. 3 by the left-hand-side panel. They aim to
map the Earth geometry and mass distribution, as well as their time variations
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Earth geometry (ρ`m)
α, λ (+G, +GR)
~g, rT s, ∆ω, ∆Ω, ∆e, . . .
gˆ, ˆrT s, y∆ω, y∆Ω, x∆e, . . . Measurement uncertainties
Non-gravitational systematics
Geodesy: Earth
shape measurement
Yukawa deviation
measurement
Yukawa deviation + Earth
shape measurement
H1: Πpα, λq
yˆ`mprq
E1:
ρ`m ”
xρˆ`my ˘ δρ`m
H2: Πpα, λ, ρ`mq
H2a: Y. = central force
H2b: Y. = sourced by ρ`m
αˆ, λˆ
E2:
α ” xαˆy, λ ” xλˆy
H3: Πpα, λ, ρ`mq
yˆ`mprq, αˆ, λˆ
E3:
α ” xαˆy, λ ” xλˆy
ρ`m ”
xρˆ`my ˘ δρN`m
Figure 3. Gravity experiments in the Earth gravitational field. The Earth (universal)
geometry as described by the density spherical harmonics coefficients ρ`m (Eq. 10),
the gravitation constant and modified gravity parameters are unavailable to our senses
(noumenons); they are the parameters of the theoretical model that can be used to
try to know them. They can be observed through phenomenons (gravity acceleration,
secular variations of satellites’ osculating parameters) whose values depend on the
values of the parameters of the model. Measurements provide us with estimates of those
phenomenons (affected by statistical and systematic uncertainties). Depending on
what hypotheses we make, we can use those measurements to estimate the parameters
of the model: geodesy (H1), modified gravity experiments (H2), or both (H3); the
estimates E1, E2, E3 may be biased and known with some error depending on the
hypothesis made.
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(estimates E1) through the measurement of the static and/or variable gravitational field
[53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]: their goal is hence to estimate the spherical harmonics
coefficients ρ`mpsq of the Earth density, as defined in Eq. (10).
Let us consider a satellite gravity survey performed at a distance r from the centre of
the Earth. The survey provides estimates of the coefficients y`m of a spherical harmonic
expansion, a priori independently of any underlying gravity model (as long as the
Earth gravitational potentiel in a modified gravity model can be expanded in spherical
harmonics): in our case, they contain both a Newtonian and a Yukawa contribution.
A gravity model hypothesis H1 is then required to extract ρ`m from the measured
yˆ`m. It can either be a pure Newtonian field, or explicitly contain modified gravity. In
the former case, yˆ`m is supposed to be given by Eq. (8); in the latter case, it is supposed
to be given by Eq. (11). If modified gravity is considered, the best way to proceed is the
latter: invert Eq. (11) with some prior Πpα, λq on the Yukawa interaction to obtain ρ`m.
However, to the best of our knowledge, all geodesy works use a Newtonian hypothesis
and invert Eq. (8) (e.g. [86, 87]). In this case, a non-zero Yukawa contribution will
contaminate the analysis. A possible way to use the existing inversion codes based on
Newtonian gravity is then to consider the Yukawa contribution as a systematic error, and
just remove it from the estimated yˆ`m to then invert an estimated Newtonian coefficient.
We thus assume a prior on the Yukawa parameters, which may be biased (Epα˜q “ α`δα,
Epλ˜q “ λ ` δλ), where (α, λ) are the true values and (δα, δλ) are the prior’s bias;
we finally assume some uncertainty (Varpα˜q, Varpλ˜q) on our prior. The Newtonian
coefficient estimator then reads
yˆN`m “ yˆ`m ´ α˜ Čf`pr, λqqY`m{qN00 (78)
where the function f`pr, λq “ Blpr{λq{p2``1q encapsulates the prior on λ (which affects
the gravitational field model in a non-trivial way that we do not attempt to compute)
and the quantities
qN`m “
ż
s2
ˆ
s
RC
˙`
ρ`mpsqds (79)
qY`m “
ż
s2
ˆ
s
RC
˙`
ρ`mpsqAl
´ s
λ
¯
ds (80)
are the integrals over the volume of the Earth that appear in Eqs. (8)-(9), whose
dependence on the geoid and mass density are not yet important, but will be developed
below. In the remainder of this section, we do not attempt to obtain ρ`m, but use yˆ
N
`m
as a proxy. Note that trivially, qN00 “MC.
The expected value and variance of the estimator (78) are
EpyˆN`mq “ yN`m ´ αδ
„
f`pr, λqq
Y
`m
qN00

´ δα
ˆ
f`pr, λqq
Y
`m
qN00
˙
´ δαδ
„
f`pr, λqq
Y
`m
qN00

(81)
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and
VarpyˆN`mq “ Varpyˆ`mq`α˜2Varp
Č
f`pr, λqq
Y
`m
qN00
q`
˜ Č
f`pr, λqq
Y
`m
qN00
¸2
Varpα˜q`Varpα˜qVar
˜ Č
f`pr, λqq
Y
`m
qN00
¸
(82)
where we assume that the measurement itself is unbiased (Epyˆ`mq “ y`m), that it is
independent of the prior on the Yukawa interaction and where, for clarity, we ignore all
other possible systematic errors (e.g., solar radiation pressure, atmospheric drag, tidal
effects, mass motion on the Earth surface...).
We should also note that beside a prior on the Yukawa interaction, a prior on
the Earth mass distribution is implicitly used in Čf`pr, λqqY`m{qN00 (see Eq. 80). It may
as well come from experiments completely independent of the gravitational field (e.g.
seismology surveys) or from gravitational field measurements, through the estimation of
the spherical harmonic coefficients. In the latter case, the problem becomes non-linear,
since the prior is based on knowledge similar to what we wish to measure. Although
we should keep that in mind, we ignore this aspect and assume that the prior is indeed
uncorrelated with the measurement.
Eqs. (81)-(82) allow us to conclude on the effect of a Yukawa interaction on the
estimation of yˆN`m. Eq. (81) shows that a prior on the Yukawa interaction too far from
the real characteristics of the Yukawa interaction (or simply ignoring the possibility of
a Yukawa interaction if it actually exists) leads to a biased estimate of the Newtonian
contribution to the Earth gravitational field. Eq. (82) shows that a physically-motivated
prior increases the variance of the estimator (i.e., which is not anymore equal to the
variance of the measured yˆ`m as when ignoring the possibility of a Yukawa interaction):
this is the price to pay to have an unbiased estimate yˆN`m. With those observations in
mind, one must be aware that using (as usual) the Newtonian framework for geodesy
(i.e. assuming α “ 0 and δα “ 0) may lead to biased estimations of the Earth geometry
if in reality α ‰ 0; furthermore, in this case, the uncertainties on the estimates are
underestimated.
We can also note that the bias and variance of the yˆN`m estimator depend on the
distance of the experiment to the centre of the Earth through the radial dependence of
f`pr, λq. Therefore, if modified gravity is real, then under the incorrect hypothesis that
gravity is purely Newtonian (in which case it is assumed that the measured coefficients
yˆ`m “ yˆN`m), we may expect that different estimators yˆN`m obtained at different altitudes
will be inconsistent, each with a non-zero bias and an underestimated variance coming
from an incorrect hypothesis, even if the measurements are perfect. This is reminiscent of
the inconsistent measurements of the y20 parameter between the GOCE-only, GRACE-
only and EIGEN-6C models mentioned in the introduction. Answering the question of
whether the tension between those measurements stems from data analyses or from the
presence of a Yukawa interaction is beyond the scope of this paper, but could be done
by re-analyzing all the concerned data with a model that takes into account the possible
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presence of a Yukawa potential and using realistic priors on the Yukawa interaction. }
Moreover, as shown by Eq. (82), the Yukawa interaction increases the variance of
the yˆ`m estimator for non-circular orbits through the f`pr, λq’s dependence on r. This
increase is also non-zero when combining several measurements made with satellites at
different altitudes.
We give order-of-magnitude estimates of the effect of a non-zero Yukawa interaction
on the y`m coefficients in Sect. 5.
4.2. Impact of Earth’s gravity and shape errors on the measurement of Yukawa
parameters (H2)
Tests of gravity are shown by the middle panel of Fig. 3. The aim is to measure
the Yukawa interaction parameters E2 (other applications can be e.g. to measure any
relativistic effect) under some hypotheses H2 and priors on the Yukawa parameters
(α, λ) and/or the Earth shape (ρ`m) and/or a direct measurement of the gravitational
field with no explicit discrimination between the Newtonian and Yukawa contributions
(y`m). An extra prior consists in how the Yukawa interaction is modeled. Independently
of the assumptions on the Newtonian gravitational field, we can either assume that it
is sourced by a point-mass-like Earth (H2a) or by the full, complex shape of the Earth
(H2b). As aforementioned, to our knowledge, most works [79, 80, 84, 81] use the H2a
hypothesis, when a handful either briefly discuss or effectively use a spherical Earth
(simplified H2b hypothesis –[47, 83]), but we could not find any use of a non-spherical
Earth to constrain a Yukawa interaction. Similarly, to our knowledge, no prior on α nor
λ has ever been used, although it is common practice to consider at least the measured
y20 zonal term of the Earth gravitational field to correct for its Newtonian contribution.
Several observables can be used to constrain a Yukawa interaction with experiments
in the Earth gravitational field. Published works use the secular variation of Keplerian
parameters of orbiting satellites like LAGEOS I & II [79, 80, 84, 81] under the H2a
hypothesis (the Yukawa interaction is sourced by a point-mass Earth), or the measured
(absence of) violation of the equivalence principle [47]. Given the link between the
spherical harmonics coefficients and the Yukawa interaction, we could also think of
constraining the Yukawa parameters directly from the measured yˆ`m, either from a single
experiment or from a combination of experiments and/or different yˆ`m. To the best of
our knowledge, such an analysis, based on hypothesis H2b, has never been performed.
As already mentioned, we do not try to be exhaustive, and will only provide details for
one possible way to constrain the Yukawa parameter. Therefore, in the remainder of
this section, we propose to combine the yˆ`m coefficient measured by two experiments
at different altitudes (for a given pair (`, m)) and show how it can shed light on the
Yukawa interaction.
} Quick-and-dirty constraints of the Yukawa interaction from the 700 σ tension mentioned in the
introduction provide results highly inconsistent with published constraints. The most likely reason is
an incorrect error analysis from gravity surveys. See Sect. 4.2 for a discussion on how to constrain the
Yukawa interaction by combining GOCE and GRACE measurements.
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Let us assume that y`m is estimated by two different experiments at distances r1
and r2 from the centre of the Earth, to provide two estimators yˆ`m,1 and yˆ`m,2. Using Eq.
(11), we can form the following estimator of α, for a given range λ, from the difference
between the two yˆ`m estimators:
αˆ`m “ q
N
00pρ˜pxq, h˜pxqq
rf`pr1, λq ´ f`pr2, λqsqY`mpρ˜pxq, h˜pxqq
pyˆ`m,1 ´ yˆ`m,2q, (83)
where the functions qN`m and q
Y
`m were defined above and q
N
00 “ MC; we now write their
explicit dependence on the mass density distribution ρpxq and on the geoid hpxq –just
another way to see the information contained in ρ`mpsq. This estimator is clearly Earth-
model-dependent. Although different in its purpose, it is related to Wagner & McAdoo’s
error factor [66]; in that case, it serves as a way to calibrate different (Newtonian)
gravitational field models, while we treat it as a measure of non-Newtonian deviations.
We should also note that a better estimator would be to average (83) over all (`,m)
pairs, but for the sake of clarity, we only discuss (83) in the following.
The prior on the Earth model propagates in a non-trivial way to a bias and
uncertainty on the q`m functions. We do not try to perform this computation (which
should be done numerically and requires specifying a model for the Earth), but assume
that instead of dealing with priors on the mass distribution and the geoid, we have
(biased) priors on the q`m functions (for clarity, we drop the ρ and h dependences),
such as Epq˜`mq “ q`m ` δq`m, which applies both to the Newtonian and to the Yukawa
contributions to the gravitational field. Additionally, we assume that the Earth model
is based only on data independent of the gravitational field (e.g. seismology surveys);
otherwise, the problem is non-linear since (as seen in Sect. 4.1) the model depends on
our knowledge of the Yukawa interaction.
Under those hypotheses, the expected value of the αˆ`m estimator is
Epαˆ`mq “ q
Y
`m
qY`m ` δqY`m
tα`m
` q
N
00
rf`pr1, λq ´ f`pr2, λqsqY`m
„ˆ
1` δq
N
00
qN00
˙
pδy`m,1 ´ δy`m,2q ` δq
N
00
qN00
py`m,1 ´ y`m,2q
*
(84)
We should note that the bias in the measured yˆ`m may not be the same for the two
satellites. It is then apparent that a biased yˆ`m contributes an additive bias to αˆ`m,
while a biased Earth model contributes both an additive and a multiplicative bias to
αˆ`m. These biases can be minimised by minimizing δy`m and δq
N,Y
`m (i.e. improving the
accuracy of the y`m measurement and of the Earth model).
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The variance of this estimator can then be shown to be
Varpαˆ`mq “
ˆ
qN00 ` δqN00
rf`pr1, λq ´ f`pr2, λqspqY`m ` δqY`mq
˙2
ˆ
«˜
1` Varpq˜
N
00q
pqN00 ` δqN00q2
´ 2 Covpq˜
N
00, q˜
Y
`mq
pqN00 ` δqN00qpqY`m ` δqY`mq
` Varpq˜
Y
`mq
pqY`m ` δqN`mq2
¸
rVarpyˆ`m,1q ` Varpyˆ`m,2qs
`
˜
Varpq˜N00q
pqN00 ` δqN00q2
´ 2 Covpq˜
N
00, q˜
Y
`mq
pqN00 ` δqN00qpqY`m ` δqY`mq
` Varpq˜
Y
`mq
pqY`m ` δqN`mq2
¸
py`m,1 ` δy`m,1 ´ y`m,2 ´ δy`m,2q2
ff
.
(85)
Now assuming that the spherical harmonics coefficients measurements are unbiased
and the biases on the Earth model are small, then at first order, Eq. (85) reads
Varpαˆ`mq «
ˆ
qN00
rf`pr1, λq ´ f`pr2, λqsqY`m
˙2ˆ
1´ 2δq
Y
`m
qY`m
` 2δq
N
00
qN00
˙
ˆ
#«
1` Varpq˜
N
00q
pqN00q2
ˆ
1´ 2δq
N
00
qN00
˙
´ 2Covpq˜
N
00, q˜
Y
`mq
qN00q
Y
`m
ˆ
1´ δq
Y
`m
qY`m
´ δq
N
00
qN00
˙
`Varpq˜
Y
`mq
pqY`mq2
ˆ
1´ 2δq
Y
`m
qY`m
˙ff
rVarpyˆ`m,1q ` Varpyˆ`m,2qs
`
«
Varpq˜N00q
pqN00q2
ˆ
1´ 2δq
N
00
qN00
˙
´ 2Covpq˜
N
00, q˜
Y
`mq
qN00q
Y
`m
ˆ
1´ δq
Y
`m
qY`m
´ δq
N
00
qN00
˙
`Varpq˜
Y
`mq
pqY`mq2
ˆ
1´ 2δq
Y
`m
qY`m
˙ff
py`m,1 ´ y`m,2q2
+
(86)
Similarly to what happened for the expected value, Eqs. (85)-(86) show that several
contributions make up the variance of αˆ`m: the variance and bias of the measured yˆ`m
as well as the uncertainties and biases on the Earth model used for the analysis (which
go in the H2b hypotheses of Fig. 3). In particular, a biased Earth model affects the
variance of αˆ`m in a non-trivial way, whereby the bias on the mass (remember that
qN00 “ MC) may or may not be counterbalanced by the bias on qY`m, so that the impact
of the Earth model bias will depend on the multipole (`, m) considered for the analysis.
However, exploring the details of this question is far beyond the scope of this paper.
Eq. (84)-(86) are the bases for a signal-to-noise analysis to optimise the significance
of the estimation of α for a given λ, for a given mission made of two satellites; for
example, given a model of the Earth, it allows us to define the satellites’ altitude or the
optimal y`m that should be used to constrain α with a given precision and accuracy.
Furthermore, by comparing both contributions to the variance, it directly provides clues
about the limitations brought by our imperfect knowledge of the Earth, and can therefore
set a lower bound on the measurement precision and accuracy required to reach a given
precision on the Yukawa parameters.
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Such an analysis, linked to a given mission concept, should be done numerically,
and goes beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, we can give some crude order of
magnitude estimate. For instance, ignoring the covariance between qN00 and q
Y
`m and the
bias on the Earth model, we can compare the relative contribution to the variance of the
yˆ`m measurements and of our imperfect model of the Earth. For instance, considering
p`,mq “ p2, 0q, and assuming that Varpq˜Y20q{qY20 « Varpy20q{y20 « 10´16 [54] and that
VarpqN00q{qN00 “ VarpMCq{MC « 10´8, we find that the variance of the Yukawa strength
estimator is limited by the y20 measurement if Varpyˆ20q ą 10´8py20,1 ´ y20,2q. Further
assuming that y20,1 ´ y20,2 „ 10´13¶, we find that unless we have an improved Earth
model, the error on αˆ will saturate as soon as we measure y20 with a precision (square
root of the variance) better than 10´17. As the current measured uncertainty on y20 is
of order 10´12 [59], this crude order of magnitude estimate shows that were we to use
the difference of J2 between two satellite measurements made at different altitudes, we
can improve the instrumental precision by five orders of magnitude before our constrain
on α would become dominated by the Earth model. The limitation due to the Earth
model would be even farther down if y20,1 ´ y20,2 happens to be less than our assumed
10´13.
As already mentioned, we consider the 700 σ tension between the y20 coefficient
measured by GOCE and GRACE dubious, and hence refrain from deriving any constrain
on the Yukawa interaction, since the most likely cause for the tension is linked to error
analyses. We present a better motivated example for the y20 case, in a homogeneous
Earth model, in Sect. 5.
Although similar considerations could be made when constraining a Yukawa
interaction from the measurement of satellite orbits and secular variations of Keplerian
parameters, we only mention that given the dependence of the Lagrange-Gauss equations
on the shape of the Earth, constraints will undoubtely be impacted by the model of the
Earth used for the analysis.
4.3. Going beyond current hypotheses and analyses in modified gravity experiments
The discussion above allowed us to identify limitations inherent to current experiments
in geodesy and modified gravity in the vicinity of the Earth. For instance, although
Earth gravity surveys are almost model-independent (apart from the facts that it is
assumed that the gravitational field can be expanded on a spherical harmonics basis
and that by definition y00 “ 1 and is not estimated), geodesy experiments must choose
a model to invert a gravity map into a model of the Earth. On the one hand, ignoring
the possibility for modified gravity may end up on a biased Earth model. On the other
hand, modified gravity experiments based on an explicit Earth model (like the estimator
presented in Sect. 4.2) are impacted by a biased and imprecise model of the Earth. This
¶ For illustrative purpose. Given the current experimental limits on the Yukawa interaction, this value
is about the maximum that could still be measured by two satellites, at altitudes of 250 km and 2500
km, for λ „ 1.2ˆ 105m –see Sect. 5
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Figure 4. Flowchart for modified gravity experiments in the Earth gravitational
field with at least one aspect of data analysis based on an external gravity model.
An external gravity survey provides the measured coefficients of a spherical harmonic
expansion; they contain the contributions from the Newtonian (Earth shape) and the
modified gravitational fields. A model is then decided upon to extract information
from those yˆ`m coefficients: either we assume gravity is Newtonian (N-GR), or we
include modified gravity in the model (MG). In the former case, we can derive a
(possibly biased, if modified gravity actually exists) model of the Earth (Fig. 3’s H1
hypothesis), from which we can constrain (possibly biased) estimators for modified
gravity (H2 hypothesis). In the latter case, priors on modified gravity allow for an
(unbiased) model of the Earth (H1’ hypothesis), from which (unbiased) constraints
on modified gravity can be drawn (H2’ hypothesis). Using both priors on modified
gravity and on the shape of the Earth, we can get an updated Earth model and modified
gravity constraints simultaneously (H3 hypothesis). Dashed lines show the interplay
between priors and measurements, and show that we can iterate to improve upon the
analysis; a Bayesian approach is even better in the H3 case.
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is most likely the case if they rely on a model derived from a global gravity survey (small
scale ground tests relying on the modeling of the laboratory surroundings are less prone
to this kind of errors). This process is shown by the left arm of the flowchart depicted in
Fig. 4: from a gravity survey and its measured y`m coefficients, a (biased) model of the
Earth is derived under the assumption that gravity has only a Newtonian contribution
(H1 hypothesis of Fig. 3 with no prior on modified gravity), then (biased) constraints
on modified gravity are derived (H2 hypothesis).
As the bias and uncertainty of the Earth model propagate to the constraints on
modified gravity only if those constraints are model-dependent, a possibility to avoid this
limitation is to define model-independent constraints. Other combinations of spherical
harmonic coefficients may be thought of that, in principle, cancel the contributions
from the model of the Earth. For instance, the ratio of yˆ20 measured by two satellites
is independent of the Earth details. However, this is true only for spherical harmonics
coefficients as defined in Sect. 2, where y00 is not universally equal to 1 but depends on
the distance to the Earth. On the contrary, spherical harmonic coefficients provided by
gravity surveys give y00 “ 1 by definition. This discrepancy, beside implicitly combining
inconsistent models, would force us to renormalise our y20 by y00, making them effectively
depend on the Earth characteristics, with a different dependence for both satellites.
Therefore, given the current gravity surveys measurements, it is not possible to avoid
Earth model uncertainties.
Those difficulties arise in the H2b hypothesis, whereby we compute the Yukawa
contribution sourced by the shape of the Earth. Most published constraints on the
Yukawa interaction use the H2a hypothesis and ignore the shape of the Earth altogether,
besides the effect of the Earth flattening. This is no better than using a biased Earth
model, since it amounts to using inconsistent gravity models (extended Earth for the
Newtonian part of the gravity field, and point-mass Earth for the Yukawa contribution).
We then claim that the H2a hypothesis should be dropped and replaced by the H2b
hypothesis.
At this point, it should be clear that we are currently facing two main problems.
The first one is the use of inconsistent models in geodesy and in modified gravity
experiments. The second one is the entanglement of geodesy and modified gravity
experiments, which ends up in non-linear error propagation and interdependent models,
priors and constraints.
A natural solution to the inconsistent models problem is simply to derive geodesy
results from gravity surveys with modified gravity in mind. Instead of considering the
measured spherical harmonics coefficients as pure representations of the (Newtonian)
geometry, the contribution from modified gravity should be taken into account. This is
shown by the H1’ frame in the right arm of Fig. 4’s flowchart. By assuming a gravity
model to which both the Newtonian and the Yukawa interaction contribute and using
an appropriate prior on the Yukawa parameters, the Earth model becomes unbiased,
though its variance is increased, as shown in Sect. 4.1. Then, we can safely use this Earth
model to derive unbiased constraints on modified gravity (H2’ frame). The dashed line
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between H2 and the H1’ prior on modified gravity show how existing constraints on the
Yukawa interaction can readily be used and marginalised over to obtain a better Earth
model, from which updated constraints on the Yukawa interaction can be derived.
Another possibility is not only to derive geodesy results with modified gravity in
mind, but to perform geodesy and modified gravity experiments simultaneously. This is
shown by the H3 hypothesis in Figs. 3 and 4. This option has the advantage to allow for
the use of the same data set for both analyses, thereby lowering the risk of errors coming
from incompatible data sets. Moreover, as shown by the dashed lines in the H3 frame
of Fig. 4, such a solution allows for easy iterations between priors, Earth models and
modified gravity constraints, which solves the “non-linear error propagation” problem.
For instance, we could fly two satellites at different altitudes at the same time to break
directly the degeneracy between the Newtonian and the Yukawa contributions to the
spherical harmonic expansion of the gravitational field. Assuming that systematic errors
are well-controlled, any difference between measurements done simultaneously would
stem from modified gravity, which would naturally be accounted for in the underlying
model.
To be complete, we should mention that a better way to beat the non-linear
error propagation problem, instead of iterating between priors and updated models
and constraints, would be to use Bayesian analysis, where the (posterior) probability
density function of a set of parameters θ is computed from a data set d as [88]
ppθ|dq “ ppd|θqppθq
ppdq , (87)
where ppd|θq is the likelihood to have the current data set given the model parameters,
ppθq is the prior on the parameters, which encompasses our a priori knowledge of the
model, and ppdq “ ş ppd|θqppθq is a normalization constant. This frame should be
advantageously used to relate efficiently geodesy and modified gravity experiments, non-
linear problems being properly embedded in the (Bayesian) prior. Techniques such as
Markov Chain Monte Carlo regression could then be used to provide robust estimates
of the Earth (Newtonian) gravitational field and of modified gravity.
Let us add a word of caution here. Although any current tension between
gravitational field models coming from satellites at different altitudes may be explained
as underestimated statistical errors, uncontrolled systematics (e.g. the time evolution
of the shape of the Earth makes it particularly difficult to compare data obtained at
different epochs) or as hints for modified gravity, it is expected that adding parameters
to the gravity model will improve the fits and may relax the tension. However, this will
not mean that the new model is better. Only model comparison techniques will then
allow us to decide whether adding parameters to the model is relevant. A rich literature
on model comparison in the closely related field of cosmology is available, that can serve
as an introduction to the topic (e.g. [88, 89, 90, 91]).
We shall close this discussion by noting that we only discussed explicitly Earth-
model-dependent constraints of modified gravity. For completeness, we briefly mention
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that some tests of (modified) gravity do not require any explicit Earth model. This is
for instance the case of experiments that aim to look for a model-independent deviation
to Newtonian gravity or GR and only need a gravity model as provided by gravity
surveys to correct for systematics, with no explicit link to the real Earth geometry. For
example, MICROSCOPE is sensitive to the Earth gravity gradient (GGT) [26], which is
therefore corrected for with published ITSG-GRACE14s spherical harmonic coefficients
[59]. No error nor bias from any Earth model can thereby enter in the search for a
violation of the equivalence principle. However, we warn that if a Yukawa interaction is
present, then its effect at the MICROSCOPE altitude should not be the same than that
at the altitude where the gravity model was measured by GRACE, potentially creating
a bias in the GGT correction. However, from the orders of magnitude derived in Sect.
5, we expect this possible bias to be negligible. On the opposite, the constraints on
the Yukawa interaction estimated from the first MICROSCOPE results [47] rely on an
explicit model of the Earth; its impact will be assessed in a future work.
Finally, where possible, the most promising way to go beyond limitations from
gravity surveys performed at different altitudes and from imperfect Earth models may
be to embark a gravitational field measurement device onboard any satellite mission
that aims to test modified gravity. For example, would a gradiometer surround the
MICROSCOPE instrument, it could directly measure the actual GGT affecting the
measurement, which could then be corrected for without relying on any external gravity
model. However, we do not see how to go pass the limitations from our imperfect
knowledge of the Earth model in tests that are explicitly model-dependent (e.g. the
expected Yukawa interaction-induced equivalence principle violation explicitly depends
on the Earth physical characteristics –and not only its local gravitational field). An
in-depth analysis of those limitations will be done in a future work.
5. Order of magnitude estimates: homogeneous ellipsoidal Earth model
In this section, we provide order-of-magnitude estimates of the impact that the imperfect
knowledge of the shape of the Earth and a Yukawa interaction have on each other, as
applications of the discussion in Sect. 4. Without loss of generality, we consider a
very simple Earth model, where the Earth is a rotationally symmetric, homogeneous
ellipsoid. We can therefore use the results of Sect. 3, with N “ 1. We assume numerical
values listed in Table 2. We should note that our model’s flattening is not equal to the
actual measured one: we chose it in order to recover the mass and J2 measured for the
actual Earth, despite having an overly simple Earth model.
5.1. Impact of the Yukawa interaction on the measured Earth gravitational field
5.1.1. Impact on the quadrupole We start with order-of-magnitude estimates of the
contribution of the Yukawa interaction in the bias and variance of the Newtonian
estimator of the y20 coefficients, as an application of the discussion in Sect. 4.1.
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Table 2. Homogeneous Earth model parameters: equatorial radius RC, density ρ and
(inverse) flatness 1{f .
RC ρ 1/f
6378.1 km 5.51ˆ 106 g/m3 370˘ 10
Using Eq. (65) for the y20 coefficient of a homogeneous Earth, the yˆ
N
20 estimator of
Eq. (78) becomes
yˆN20 “ yˆ20prq ` 2f˜ α˜kpr, λ, RCq
5
?
5p1´ f˜q (88)
where kpr, λ, RCq “ 5e´r{λκ
`
r
λ
˘
Φ2
`
RC
λ
˘
and where we assume that we experimentally
measured yˆ20prq. As before, the tilde symbols represents priors.
The expected value and variance of this estimator, derived from Eqs. (81)-(82) give
EpyˆN20q “ yN20 ` 2fkpr, λ, RCq
5
?
5p1´ fqq δα (89)
where we assume that the measurement and flattening model are unbiased but the prior
on α is biased (Epα˜q “ α ` δα), and
σ2y20N “ σ2y20 ` 4k
2pr, λ, RCq
125p1´ f˜q
«
f˜ α˜
p1´ f˜q2σ
2
f˜
` σ2α˜
ff
. (90)
We can note that when ignoring the possibility of a non-zero Yukawa interaction,
the bias in Eq. (89) is just the Yukawa contribution to the y20prq coefficient (Eq. 65).
Fig. 5 shows the bias on the estimated yˆN20 as given by Eq. (89), when (incorrectly)
assuming α “ 0, for a low-earth orbit experiment (altitude of GOCE –left panel) and a
hypothetical mid-earth orbit (2500 km –right panel) in the α´ λ plane. The black line
shows the current best constraints on the existence of a Yukawa interaction [47, 82]: the
region of the plane above the line is excluded by previous experiments. It is clear that
the effect of a given (α, λ) pair affects the measurement of y20 differently depending on
the altitude, due to the exponential dependence of the Yukawa interaction. For instance,
(α, λ) « (2ˆ 10´8, 1.2ˆ 105m), i.e. for δα “ 2ˆ 10´8, brings a bias of about 10´13 for
an experiment at the GOCE altitude, while it barely affects an experiment at 2500 km
(δy20 « 10´16). The exact value for a 250-km and 500-km altitude satellites is given in
Table 3.
Assuming a prior α˜ “ 0˘ σα˜, and still assuming that the model of the flattening is
unbiased, Eq. (90) shows that the increase in the measured yN20’s uncertainty is equal to
the maximum bias that can be brought by allowed values for the Yukawa parameters.
This once again shows that choosing a good prior on α helps to minimise the bias on
yN20 (at the price of increasing its error bar).
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Figure 5. Bias on the estimated yN20 Newtonian zonal term from a Yukawa deviation
for a homogeneous Earth (Eq. 89) when incorrectly assuming α “ 0 if a non-zero
Yukawa interaction actually exists, in the α ´ λ plane, for two experiments orbiting
the Earth at different altitudes: 250km (like GOCE) and 2500 km. In this case, the
bias is just the Yukawa contribution to the y20prq coefficient (Eq. 65). The black
contour shows the best existing exclusion constraints on a Yukawa interaction [47, 82].
Table 3. Bias on the first few estimated Newtonian zonal terms from a
Yukawa deviation for a rotationally symmetric, homogeneous ellipsoidal Earth, when
incorrectly assuming α “ 0 if a non-zero Yukawa interaction actually exists with (α, λ)
= (2ˆ 10´8, 1.2ˆ 105m), at an altitude of 250 km (GOCE [54]) and 500 km (GRACE
[59]).
Yukawa bias Tabulated value Tabulated
(rms increase uncertainty
– Epαˆq “ 0)
GOCE
y20 7.4ˆ 10´14 ´4.84165304245ˆ 10´4 5.423ˆ 10´12
y40 1.3ˆ 10´15 5.39950509ˆ 10´7 2.758ˆ 10´12
y60 2.5ˆ 10´15 ´1.49979681ˆ 10´7 3.556ˆ 10´12
y80 4.1ˆ 10´15 4.9448989ˆ 10´8 3.972ˆ 10´12
GRACE
y20 1.0ˆ 10´14 ´4.84169283673ˆ 10´4 1.577ˆ 10´12
y40 1.8ˆ 10´16 5.39993370ˆ 10´7 3.35ˆ 10´13
y60 3.8ˆ 10´16 ´1.49974614ˆ 10´7 1.88ˆ 10´13
y80 6.7ˆ 10´16 4.9477947ˆ 10´8 1.35ˆ 10´13
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5.1.2. Impact on higher zonal terms Table 3 lists the expected deviations for yn0
(n “ 2, 4, 6, 8) due to a Yukawa interaction, for a rotationally symmetric, homogeneous
ellipsoidal Earth, at altitudes of 250 km and 500 km, and compares them with
current uncertainties on the measured coefficients for GOCE-only and GRACE-only
gravitational field models [54, 59]. Those numbers are normalised such that the
Newtonian contributions correspond to the measurements for the actual Earth, to
account for our oversimplified Earth model. The first column gives the expected bias
from a Yukawa interaction with (α, λ) = (2 ˆ 10´8, 1.2 ˆ 105m), or equivalently the
increase in rms for (α, λ) = (0 ˘ 2 ˆ 10´8, 1.2 ˆ 105m); the third and fourth columns
give up-to-date tabulated values.
The results listed in the table show that current space geodesy missions, which fly
higher than a few hundred kilometers, are immune to a Yukawa interaction (as currently
constrained by other experiments). Currently allowed values of Yukawa parameters only
marginally affect the measurement of the Newtonian spherical harmonics: the expected
bias (equivalently, uncertainty increase would a Yukawa interaction be absent, but our
imperfect knowledge about it considered) is between two and three orders of magnitude
smaller than the current errors on the first few zonal terms. Nevertheless, should the
measurement errors be decreased by two orders of magnitude (even for high-altitude
satellites), care should be taken to include the Yukawa interaction in the model.
5.2. Impact of the Earth geometry and mass distribution on the constraints on Yukawa
parameters
We consider the impact of our imperfect knowledge of the Earth shape and compute an
order of magnitude estimate of the level of error that we may expect on the estimation
of α. In this section, we consider that we constrain α for fixed λ (then the α´ λ plane
can be constrained by binning it along λ) and use the estimator (83).
We keep the same Earth model (Table 2), where we assume some error on the
flattening (δf{f “ 0.027). In the case of an homogeneous Earth, the estimator’s
expected value is given by
Epαˆq “ α ´ 5
?
5
2f rkpr1, λ, RCq ´ kpr2, λ, RCqs
δf
f
py20pr1q ´ y20pr2qq (91)
where we assumed that the yˆ20 measurements are unbiased, and that the model of the
flattening is biased by δf . Assuming that α “ 2ˆ10´8 and λ “ 1.2ˆ105m, and that the
satellites orbit the Earth at 250 km and 2500 km (which allow for the larger difference
y20pr1q ´ y20pr2q in the allowed region of the (α, λ) plane –see Fig. 5), we find a 40%
bias δα “ 8ˆ 10´9 on the estimation of α. This is a significant bias, that may point to
a close limitation due to our knowledge of the Earth. However, our homogeneous Earth
model is deliberately simplistic and implies a large error on the flattening. Since the
bias on α scales linearly with the relative uncertainty on the flattening, we can expect
that better Earth models (e.g. 2-layer models), with smaller error on the flattening, will
have a less significant bias on the constraints on α.
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Figure 6. Contribution to the αˆ estimator variance of the relative error on the modeled
Earth flattening and of measurement error on y20, for λ “ 1.2ˆ 105m.
The uncertainty on the αˆ estimator is given (at first order) by
σα “ 5
?
5p1´ fq
2f rkpr1, λ, RCq ´ kpr2, λ, RCqs
d
yˆ20pr1q ´ yˆ20pr2q
p1´ fq2
σ2f
f 2
` 2σ2y20 (92)
where we assumed σ2y20pr1q “ σ2y20pr2q and ignored any bias on the flattening, but
consider some uncertainty σf on it. As discussed in Sect. 4.2, the uncertainty on the
α estimator has contributions from the measurement errors and from the uncertainty
on the Earth model. Fig. 6 compares those two contributions. It should be noted
that in our simple example, if we assume a percent error on the flattening, the y20
measurement errors dominate down to σy20 « 10´15. As soon as gravity surveys reach
a better precision, then the Earth model will limit experiments aiming to constraints a
Yukawa interaction.
Since the relative error on the mass of the Earth scales linearly with the relative
error on the flattening, Fig. 6 can be used to confirm the crude estimate that we made
in Sect. 4.2: with σf{f « σMC{MC « 10´4, this uncertainty will dominate over the y20
measurement errors as soon as the latter are better than 10´17 (in the case presently
under consideration, where (α, λ) = (2ˆ 10´8, 1.2ˆ 105m)).
Although the numbers given in this section are meant for rough order-of-magnitude
estimates, they show that current experiments are not yet limited by our ability to
reliably model the Earth.
5.3. Impact of a Yukawa interaction on orbital dynamics
We now quantify the perturbing accelerations created by a Yukawa interaction on an
orbiting satellite (see Sect. 3.2). Figs. 7 and 8 compare the Yukawa monopole (i.e. the
term in z00prq in g‖, and quadrupole accelerations (i.e. the term in J20prq in gK), to
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other usual gravitational and non-gravitational accelerations. Their effect is shown for
altitudes up to the geostationary altitude in Fig. 7, while Fig. 8 zooms on low-earth
orbits. The blue lines correspond to our fiducial (α, λ) = (2ˆ 10´8, 1.2ˆ 105m) model,
and the red lines represent a long-range Yukawa interaction (α, λ) = (5ˆ 10´12, 8), as
still allowed by experiments. In each case, the solid line corresponds to the monopole
acceleration and the dashed line shows the quadrupole acceleration.
The other lines show the acceleration of the Earth Newtonian monopole (GM),
and several gravitational (Newtonian Earth quadrupole –J20–, gravitational pull of
the Moon, Sun, Venus and Jupiter, relativistic effects –GR–, Earth tides) and
non-gravitational (solar radiation pressure –SRP–, atmospheric drag, Earth albedo)
perturbations. We followed Ref. [78] to compute those perturbations. The line showing
the atmospheric drag is based on an upper limit of the atmospheric density, and therefore
shows the maximum drag expected. The vertical dotted lines show the altitude of
GOCE, GRACE, LAGEOS and geostationary satellites from left to right.
A long-ranged Yukawa interaction is largely subdominant for altitudes higher than
a few thousands kilometers; below that, its perturbation is of the order of those of Venus
and Jupiter. In particular, the perturbation due to the coupling between the Earth’s
quadrupole and a long-ranged Yukawa interaction is several orders of magnitude lower
than the perturbation caused by Jupiter.
Perturbations caused by a mid-ranged Yukawa interaction (as still allowed by
experiments) fall off quickly with the altitude, so that they are ever more subdominant
than a long-ranged Yukawa interaction for satellites orbiting the Earth higher than 500
km. However, they may have an impact similar to that of relativistic effects on low-
earth satellites; the quadrupole acceleration, although less significant, can be of the
same order as the perturbations caused by Venus and Jupiter.
Finally, Figs. 7 and 8 clearly show the strong radial dependence of the Yukawa
interaction that we mentioned throughout this paper. It means that satellites like GOCE
and GRACE are not affected in the same way by a Yukawa interaction, although other
perturbations (leaving apart the atmospheric drag) impact both of them in a similar
manner. This confirms the possibility to use two such satellites to constrain a Yukawa
interaction in low-earth orbit, as we have sketched in Sect. 5.2, or directly through the
comparison of their dynamics. This can be done by solving Lagrange-Gauss equations,
which we will present in a future work.
6. Conclusion
We have investigated the entanglement between the shape of the Earth and modified
gravity. Describing deviations to Newtonian gravity with a Yukawa interaction, we
showed that the Earth gravitational field potential can still be expanded in spherical
harmonics, just like in the pure Newtonian realm. We derived explicit expressions for
the spherical harmonic coefficients, that we used to compute the (modified) gravity
acceleration. We finally considered the Lagrange-Gauss equations, that describe the
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Figure 7. Comparison of Yukawa interaction perturbation with usual gravitational
and non-gravitational perturbations, for satellites up to geostationary altitude. Black
solid lines represent usual perturbations, as can be computed e.g. from Ref. [78] (see
main text). Colored lines show the Yukawa perturbation for two different allowed
configurations: short-range, relatively strong interaction (blue) and long-range, weak
interaction (red); solid lines show the acceleration of the Yukawa interaction monopole,
and dashed lines show the acceleration due to the Yukawa interaction quadrupole.
Dotted lines show the altitude of GOCE, GRACE, LAGEOS and geostationary
satellites from left to right.
effect of a perturbing force on a satellite’s orbital dynamics, in the case where the
Yukawa interaction is sourced by the complex shape of the Earth. To perform those
calculations, we introduced a new method to compute a multipolar decomposition of
the gravity acceleration with spin-weighted spherical harmonics, which greatly simplifies
the required algebra.
We showed that although formally the coefficients of the spherical harmonic
expansion keep the same form as in the Newtonian case, they acquire a new meaning
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Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7, for low-Earth orbits.
and are not universal to the Earth system anymore, since they become explicitly
dependent on the distance from the centre of the Earth. Consequently, the gravitational
acceleration and the perturbing force due to the shape of the Earth also acquire a new
radial dependence.
This behavior has many implications both in geodesy and in modified gravity
experiments:
‚ in presence of a non-zero Yukawa interaction, measurements of the Earth
gravitational field performed at different altitudes inevitably provide inconsistent
results (up to measurement errors).
‚ in presence of a non-zero Yukawa interaction, using a Newtonian gravity model to
map the Earth mass distribution by inverting the spherical harmonic coefficients
measured for the gravitational field is prone to be biased; using a prior on modified
gravity, considered as a systematic error, should help to minimise the bias, although
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the uncertainty on the mass distribution estimator will increase.
‚ Earth-model-dependent measurements of a Yukawa interaction are inevitably
affected by any bias or uncertainty on the Earth model (e.g. coming from geodesy
data). Model-independent estimators might be constructed but require that gravity
surveys go beyond the implicit assumption that the underlying field is Newtonian.
‚ even experiments that rely only on the measured Earth gravitational field (with no
need to detail its source) are prone to errors if they are performed at an altitude
different from that where the gravitational field was measured.
We proposed to combine gravitational surveys to define a new estimator of the
Yukawa interaction strength α. Taking advantage of the radial dependence of the
spherical harmonic coefficients in presence of a Yukawa interaction, we can simply take
the difference of the values of a given coefficient as measured by two satellites at different
altitude. We discussed the limitations caused by our imperfect knowledge of the Earth.
Despite a significant bias in α if the model of the Earth is too simplistic, we found
that we can increase the instrumental precision by several orders of magnitude before
being limited by our knowledge of the Earth. However, we restrained from deriving new
constraints on the Yukawa interaction from the strong tension in the J2 zonal term as
measured by GOCE and GRACE, since we find it dubious and its most probable cause
is underestimated measurement errors.
Although the limitations listed above seem profound, we showed that they are
subdominant compared to other usual gravitational and non-gravitational perturbations.
We based our conclusion on order-of-magnitude estimates using a simple Earth model
and taking into account those values of the Yukawa interaction that are still allowed
by experiments but that give the strongest effects. For instance, the strength of
the perturbation imparted by the coupling of the Earth quadrupole with a Yukawa
interaction on a satellite is smaller than that due to Jupiter. Very-low-altitude satellites
could be affected by a mid-range, still undetected Yukawa interaction, at the level of
usual relativistic effects. Thus, it is from low-altitude experiments that it seems most
likely to improve our knowledge about a possible Yukawa interaction, provided that the
atmospheric drag can be correctly taken into account (e.g. through a drag-free system).
We can therefore expect that although we should rigorously take into account the
complex shape of the Earth when constraining modified gravity in orbit, especially for
experiments performed in a low-Earth orbit, considering the Earth as a sphere remains
a very good approximation for high-altitude satellites. Nevertheless, it would be sound
to gather geodesy and modified gravity to minimise any modeling limitation. This can
be done by performing geodesy experiments with modified gravity in mind (i.e. using
a beyond-Newton gravity model), or even by designing experiments aiming to measure
the shape of the Earth and modified gravity simultaneously.
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Appendix A. Proof of Eq. (55)
We wish to compute
H ”
ż b
a
xn`2
ˆ
λ
RCx
˙n` 1
2
In` 1
2
ˆ
RCx
λ
˙
dx (A.1)
Let us first introduce the new variables k “ RC{λ and y “ kx, such that
H “ k´n´3
ż bk
ak
y3{2In` 1
2
pyqdy. (A.2)
We then define
φ`px, kq “ k´n´3
ż kx
0
y3{2In` 1
2
pyqdy (A.3)
such that H “ φ`pb, kq ´ φ`pa, kq. Using [92]
Iαpxq “
`
x
2
˘α
Γpα ` 1q0F1p;α ` 1;
x2
4
q, (A.4)
where 0F1pq is the confluent hypergeometric limit function, and setting u “ ykx , we get
φ`px, kq “ 2
´n´ 1
2xn`3
Γ
`
n` 3
2
˘ ż 1
0
un`20F1
ˆ
;n` 3
2
;
k2x2
4
u2
˙
du. (A.5)
An extra change of variable v “ u2 provides
φ`px, kq “ 2
´n´ 3
2xn`3
Γ
`
n` 3
2
˘ ż 1
0
v
n`1
2 0F1
ˆ
;n` 3
2
;
k2x2
4
v
˙
dv. (A.6)
Finally, using [92]
A`1FB`1pa1, . . . , aA, c; b1, . . . , bB, d; zq “
Γpdq
ΓpcqΓpd´ cq
ż 1
0
tc´1p1´ tqpd´c´1qAFBpa1, . . . , aA; b1, . . . , bB; tzqdt, (A.7)
we obtain
φ`px, kq “ 2´n´ 32xn`3 Γ
`
n`3
2
˘
Γ
`
n` 3
2
˘
Γ
`
n`5
2
˘1F2ˆn` 3
2
;n` 3
2
,
n` 5
2
;
k2x2
4
˙
, (A.8)
which proves Eq. (55).
Appendix B. Form factors
This appendix discusses some aspects of the form factors introduced in Sect. 3 for a
homogeneous, rotationally symmetric ellipsoid of flatness f and equatorial radius RE
Φpx, fq “ 3x coshpxq ´ sinhpxq
x3
´ sinhx
x
f (B.1)
Φ2pxq “ 3x coshpxq ´ px
2{3` 1q sinhpxq
x5
. (B.2)
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Figure B1. Upper panels: form factor Φpx, fq, as a function of the ratio RC{λ (left:
logarithmic scale; right: zoom about λ « RC). Lower panels: form factor Φ2pxq, as
a function of the ratio RC{λ (left: logarithmic scale; right: zoom about λ « RC).
Long-range Yukawa interaction set on the left of the plots, while short-range Yukawa
interaction are on the right.
They are shown in Fig. B1, as a function of RE{λ. The upper panels show
ΦpRE{λ, fq for three different flatnesses; it is clear that the flatness introduces a
linear offset (note that the flatnesses used in the figure are much higher than the
actual flatness of the Earth). The lower panels show Φ2pRE{λq. For long-range
interactions (RE{λÑ 0), both function tend to a finite limit: ΦpRE{λ, fq Ñ 1´ f and
Φ2pRE{λq Ñ ´1{15. In this case, the form factor does not play a role in the monopole
acceleration (up to the flatness), but it limits the quadrupole acceleration. Short-range
interactions are more strongly affected by those form factors, highlighting the fact that
Gauss theorem does not apply to a Yukawa interaction. In particular, for λ „ 0.1RE,
the Yukawa monopole acceleration is boosted by 2 orders of magnitude, meaning that
it does not scale naively as αgNewton, but as 100αgNewton. Therefore, correctly taking
this form factor into account is important to get correct constraints on the Yukawa
interaction.
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